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MAYOR HARRISON TELLS WHY HE ASKS BIG CHICAGO BORE

Executes Approved Parts of Arnold Plan, but Argues for Comprehensive Scheme.

SAYS IT SOON WILL PAY FOR SELF

WHERE 'WE WILL' THERE'S A WAY

Which is the best plan for the public Chicago.—February 2, 1914.

This is a day for a new system to clear the stinking mess out of the old system. The only way to get the road is to use by surface cars, or the conveniences of a subway system. The old system is in a condition now, which if it is not changed, will bring about the necessity of using surface cars. The old system is very poor, and must be changed for the good of the people. The old system is not efficient, and it is time that it be changed. The new system will be better and more efficient.

 mayor,棍子, 并且必须出席, 坚持用他的大手杖。市中心地铁将有助于

COUP BY TRACTION TRUST?

和一个密友, 坚持用他的大手杖。市中心地铁将有助于

EXECUTIVE APPROVES PARTS OF ARNOLD PLAN, BUT ARGUES FOR COMPREHENSIVE SCHEME.

..Ascerts Initial Subway Will Not Relieve Congestion on Trolley and "L" Lines.

SAYS IT SOON WILL PAY FOR SELF

...It is a day for a new system to clear the stinking mess out of the old system. The only way to get the road is to use by surface cars, or the conveniences of a subway system. The old system is in a condition now, which if it is not changed, will bring about the necessity of using surface cars. The old system is very poor, and must be changed for the good of the people. The old system is not efficient, and it is time that it be changed. The new system will be better and more efficient.

...executes approved parts of Arnold plan, but argues for comprehensive scheme.

...says it soon will pay for self...